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Budget Channel outdoor
blinds
Budget Channel Outdoor
blinds are crank controlled,
making them a great cost
effective option to close
your alfresco from the elements. We use 1% or 5%
open Atmosphere mesh
fabric or clear or tinted PVC
fabrics for a quality finish.
Channel blinds fabric sits
inside a channel but isn't
attached inside the channel, keeping the cost of the
product down.
Channel Blinds can be motorized too, controlled by a
remote control at an additional cost.

Rope & Pulley Outdoor blinds
Swan Blinds Rope and Pulley Outdoor blinds are a
cost effective option to enclose your alfresco. We
offer custom-made locking base-rail blinds to your
exact size specifications. Our Rope and pulley outdoor blinds are made from German made Atmosphere fabric with 5% or 1% open weave, or clear or
tinted PVC.

www.swanblinds.com.au

Urban Track Outdoor
blinds
Urban Track is a Western
Australian designed and
made outdoor channel blind.
Urban Track will close in your
alfresco and has three control option. Crank controlled,
motorized or spring assist lift.
See the Urban track
webpage for more info.

Ziptrak Outdoor blinds
Ziptrak is the top of the range outdoor blind
on the market. The fabric is attached inside
the channels preventing insects entering
your alfresco when closed. Ziptrak can be
easily lifted open with one hand up to
6000mm in width. You can also motorize
ziptrak using a remote control. Please see
our ziptrak webpage for more info or book
a free quote. There are lots of amazing features with ziptrak,

Motorized Outdoor
blinds
We use Alpha motors
to compliment our outdoor blinds range. Alpha remote controls are
easy to use and have a
5 year warranty.

Outdoor blinds fabric
We use German made Atmosphere fabric for our outdoor blinds. Shann Atmosphere fabric is made to a high
quality and comes with a 5year warranty. It’s a strong
mesh and is available up to
6000mm width. Color range
can be seen above.

